SEALY HOSPITALITY COLLECTION

Designed specically
for the accommodation industry

SEALY POSTUREPEDIC TECHNOLOGY

With Sealy's extensive range you will find the right
solution that meets your requirements and budget.
Sealy offers commercial sleep systems that will
ensure your guests experience the quality sleep that
they desire. Our Commercial range includes a
number of options in terms of comfort and finish.

Orthopaedic Support
Backed by scientific research, this intuitive 2-stage coil system senses your shape and responds, aligning your body in its natural posture.
Surrounded by four walls of UniCased edge support, this unique system increases the usable sleep surface.

10 YEAR WARRANTY

Fabric
Treatment
High quality
fire retardant
treated knit
fabric.

Reinforced
UniCased ® &
EdgeGuard ®
construction provides
a firm seating edge.
Providing a sleep
surface right to the
edge of the mattress.

PostureTech® ST
Spring Technology
Sealy ® engineered
PostureTech ® ST Spring
technology provides deep
down support. It features
six turns for additional
conformance and is twice
tempered for superior
performance and durability

Comfort
Rigorous product
testing of our foam
and pressure
relieving layers
ensure longer
lasting comfort.

Semiflex® Foundation
High carbon spring steel to
withstand the stresses of
commercial use.
Ensures long-lasting
performance and an
extended comfort life for the
mattress.

Enhance guest satisfaction with Sealy's Luxury Mattress Collection
This is what innovation feels like. The Sealy Posturepedic range features leading
support technology and luxury comfort materials to deliver an outstanding guest
experience.

F

or the ultimate
experience, Sealy
Postur epedic
mattresses continue the
tradition of incorporating
leading edge technology
with luxurious comfort.
Every Sealy Posturepedic
mattress is engineered to
provide orthopaedically
correct support, built with
exquisite craftsmanship
and timeless aesthetic
appeal. Experience how all
parts of the Sealy
Postur epedic mattr ess
work together synergistically to provide an unprecedented level of
superior comfort and unrivalled support. It is no wonder that Sealy Posturepedic is the preferred mattress
supplier to renowned International hotel chains.

Bedding Partners

Sealy introduces the

‘Accomodation Series’
This collection does not sacrifice on quality

GREAT VALUE

#1 GLOBAL BRAND

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Enjoy the benefits that come with selecting the world’s most preferred mattress brand.
This range offers tried and tested technology that will perform night after night.

PostureTouch Pocket Coil
StayTrue Comfort Layers
Foam Encasement
No Sag Technology
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